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The crisis caused by the pandemic hit almost all sectors of the economy, but small and medium-sized businesses
found themselves in almost the most difficult situation. Multi-level marketing uses the direct method and creates
alternative jobs to traditional work for those who want to be able to generate additional income during the crisis
caused by the pandemic. The search for new forms and language of communication that can be perceived by
consumers as a favorable situation is assured. The tools that can stimulate clients' interest in such activity are
discussed. Social networks are of particular importance. The main directions of developing a concept for
promoting an MLM company in social networks are presented for the implementation of such goals as awareness
of the target audience about the company; brand recognition; creating a positive reputation for the company and
neutralizing the negative from customers; stimulating the target audience's interest in the products being sold;
reaching out to potential clients.
Keywords: marketing; MLM-companies: promotion concept; social networks; buyers; sellers.
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Researchers and experts differ in their estimates of the economic downturn but agree that retail is
in the most difficult position. A decrease in consumer demand is observed for 90% of the categories
of products and services. Consumers overall plan to spend less, and the worst prospects are connected
with shopping centers (47% of respondents will cut spending) and street vendors (40%). The sphere
of recreation and entertainment will also suffer greatly: cinemas (34%), restaurants (34%), spa (36%),
etc. Nevertheless, in grocery chains, the downward trend in consumer demand is not as noticeable as
in non-grocery stores (a noticeable drop in demand and, accordingly, sales are by 37%) [2].
The crisis caused by the pandemic hit almost all sectors of the economy, but small and medium48
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sized businesses found themselves in almost the most difficult situation. Retailers are adjusting their
store development plans downward. Kelly Services experts conducted a study among 66 thousand
middle or senior managers: 70% – reported that hiring in companies was suspended; 23% – believe
that the rate of hiring remains the same; 7% – increased hiring due to new business needs. 33% of
them noted that the mood in the team worsened, and 28% – significantly worsened [6]. Under these
conditions, Multi-level Marketing (MLM)-companies demonstrate a certain vitality [4]. The history
of the development of the principles of network marketing has its roots in the distant 30s in America,
where various forms of communication between people began to be used to create an innovative sales
organization system for the first time. It became possible to talk about the formation of the MLMindustry already in the late 50s. And, since then, it has been growing every day [10]. Multilevel
(network) marketing is a model for promoting goods and services that allows a manufacturer to
distribute its products to consumers by direct sales through a network of independent distributors,
each of which, in addition to direct selling products, has the right to attract partners with similar rights.
Any distributor can build their affiliate network where the income of the network members is formed
from commissions for the sale of the product and bonuses, which are additional rewards. Recently,
the global MLM-market has been growing by almost 2% annually. The average volume of the world
MLM-market is about $ 200 billion per year. The Russian market is estimated by WFDSA at $ 2.48
billion at the14th place in the world (Figure 1).
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Figure 1 – TOP-10 MLM markets by sales volume [12]
The amount of rewards and bonuses received by partners is determined by the volume of sales.
When many companies are forced to cut hiring and even lay off their employees, such companies
provide an opportunity to earn money, offer such a product and such opportunities that will always
be in demand. Direct selling employs 118.4 million people worldwide, and the number of distributors
in the European region has grown to 14 million. Health and beauty products account for about twothirds of all global sales of chain companies, household goods – about 10%. The rest is divided among
themselves by clothing, household appliances, financial and entertainment services (data from
WFDSA). Russia did not enter the TOP-10, as of the Russian companies in the rating only “Faberlic”
is represented with an annual turnover of $ 563 million at the 38 th place (Figure 2).
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Figure 2 – Goods distributed in the MLM marketing system [12]
Direct selling is beneficial for people who want to build their own business and profit from it, as
well as product consumers who would like to have an alternative to conventional stores and traditional
distribution structures. Direct selling creates an alternative to traditional work for those who want to
have the opportunity to receive additional income and who, for one reason or another, are not satisfied
with full or part-time employment. In many cases, direct selling becomes a full-time career for people
who have achieved some degree of success and want to continue their independent business in the
industry full time.
Thus, network marketing has all the opportunities for dynamic development and the creation of
the largest number of jobs. In this regard, the increased attention to multi-level marketing (MLM)
becomes obvious, since a lot of people are involved in the distribution of a product or service. Good
market prospects for MLM-marketing are also due to the fact that in the current pandemic conditions,
forced withdrawal Internet retailers are reducing the number of shopping centers, which increases the
popularity of social networks and consumer confidence in the recommendations of distributors, and,
on the other hand, active and communicative people who can organize themselves find worthy use in
this area [5]. In MLM-marketing, there is a need to search for new forms and language of
communication, information that appeals to intuition, imagery, instincts, allows you to bypass rational
barriers, which is perceived by consumers subconsciously as a favorable situation [1]. Changes in the
perception of goods and services by consumers gave a new development to the field of MLMmarketing, which necessitated a more detailed study of it. In the MLM-system, distributors do not
receive a salary, but receive commissions from the sales of the products they have sold, and also sold
them by the downline members they recruit. The amount of commission depends on their group work.
Wang and Chang (1998) demonstrated that a Firm's Profitable Compensation Plan is a key factor that
motivates distributors to work with enthusiasm [11].
An effective compensation policy of MLM business provides the distributor with the opportunity
to earn extra money, and also gives financial satisfaction to distributors [8]. Use of relationship
marketing programs in building customer-salesperson and customer firm relationships: differential
influence on financial outcomes [3]. Consumers want both compelling solutions to their problems
and satisfy the desire for innovative, nutritious and suitable products for consumption.
The ability to test and validate product claims are variables that satisfy customers. Product quality
is considered the main incentive for buying back products. The MLM-system affects the customer's
willingness to pay through relationship marketing, so buyers prefer to buy products from friends,
relatives, etc., rather than strangers. It helps in building healthy relationships with colleagues and
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supervisors that last for a long time [9]. Therefore, the social network as a factor plays an important
role in the success of a business [7].
In conditions of fierce competition, due to, among other things, a pandemic, only effective
promotion strategies based on the use of a mix of tools are able to draw attention to the company's
activities and stimulate the number of requests from interested customers to the company.
Traditionally, social networks, both in Russia and abroad, have been viewed as communication and
entertainment platforms. The outlook on social media has changed over the past year. Most
communications in MLM-marketing have gone into the digital space, since the reach of the target
audience in social networks is much higher than that of other communication channels; it is possible
to post publications with any frequency to attract the attention of the target audience; with the help of
direct communications, you can significantly increase the level of trust and loyalty to the company;
there is a wide selection of different types of content that can be used for marketing purposes: texts,
photos, videos, audio, polls, interactive. Social networks help MLM in realizing such goals as
awareness of the target audience about the company; brand recognition; creating a positive reputation
for the company and neutralizing the negative from customers; stimulating the target audience's
interest in the products being sold; reaching out to potential clients. One of the most popular resources
for communicating with target audiences and positioning a business has become the Instagram
platform, but in this format, it is impossible to keep the customer's attention for a long time and it
becomes necessary to search for additional platforms for organizing additional communication and
using modern tools for communicating with customers (for example, Stories). Such a platform is
Facebook, WhatsApp and Twitter platforms, popular communication tools in international companies
of this market segment and companies operating in the international market. Since the audience of
the MLM-segment rushed towards social networks, it becomes necessary to create opportunities in
MLM-companies to use the tools of Instagram, Facebook, WhatsApp from a single administrator's
office, which makes it possible to comprehensively approach the development of content plans.
In order for these goals to be successfully implemented, and MLM-promotion to be effective, it is
necessary to determine the main directions for developing a concept for promoting the company in
social networks.
1. Determination of the target audience.
Before starting any activities in social networks, you need to analyze in detail your target audience
and draw up its portrait. In our case, these are:
- persons who decide on additional earning;
- purchasing decision makers. These can be both persons interested in this type of product, and
those who like to find some new product for themselves (potential customers);
- existing distributors who are looking for potential customers and partners;
- potential distributors.
2. The correct choice of platform.
To solve the problem of the right choice, you need to decide on the following positions:
- social networks that are most popular among a certain target audience.
- the type of content that is preferred by this audience.
- the type of content that best represents the online business.
- the type of communication of this target audience in social networks.
- the level of involvement of the target audience and its activity.
- tools that are planned for use in social networks.
3. Specific choice of platform.
For promotion, it is necessary to identify some features of existing platforms:
- Facebook – this platform is especially well suited for cooperation with foreign companies (for
example, if they produce goods of interest to potential customers, or a domestic product is supposed
to be promoted to a foreign market, since the page owners in the FB have access to convenient email
marketing tools that allow mailing to your subscribers). On its page, the brand has the opportunity to
use a wide variety of content to attract the target audience: tell success stories, organize events and
collect their potential customers at them, who are easy enough to find thanks to the fine targeting
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settings.
- Google+. This social network ranks well in search engines. For effective promotion, it is
recommended to use platform features such as Google Authorship and Google Authorship Markup.
Dedicated groups and chat rooms can be used to discuss new products and the latest technologies.
- Instagram and other visual social networks. It is very important to convey to the target audience
information about the product that is being sold, because with the help of interesting photo content,
you can clearly show the competitive advantages of the product, demonstrate the product line.
- Twitter is a very convenient tool for promoting MLM, as it is possible to group private lists of
potential clients, which provides an opportunity to reduce the "pressure" on the client and builds trust.
At the same time, the Twitter search algorithm and the use of hashtags make it possible to quickly
disseminate information among the target audience about news in the world of LML.
- YouTube and other similar video hosting sites open up a wide range of opportunities to showcase
videos demonstrating the manufacture of goods and their use, as well as demonstrating the success
of individual distributors and customer reviews that represent potential distributors.
- VKontakte is the largest and most diverse social network in Russia. Setting up targeted
advertising correctly will ensure that this social network is used.
Narrow social media can also help sales, depending on the niche and goals of the marketing
strategy.
3. Determine the promotion scenario.
For optimal interaction with the target audience, it is necessary to decide which communication
channels will be the most effective:
- personal brand of the leader associated with the brand of the company. This is necessary because
people are more likely to trust faces and live communication than impersonal brand pages. They like
to watch the achievements, ups and downs, some moments from the personal life of popular and
successful people;
- official brand page. This page publishes materials on behalf of the company: news, useful articles,
entertaining posts, polls. Contests, online events are held. And also with its help targeted advertising
is launched;
- thematic group. People with similar interests gather here, communicate with each other, exchange
opinions, share experiences. On the pages of the thematic group, useful information is published
related to the same activities as the brand but is not directly a company page;
- closed group. Access to this group gives clear benefits to its members (current or potential
customers). For example, increased discounts, participation in special events, the opportunity to get
expert advice.
4. Define a set of marketing tools
Properly selected tools bring you closer to your goals much faster, saving you not only time, but
also your budget:
- content marketing determines the most necessary information for the target audience, considers
their interests, problems, needs. These can be successful cases, product instructions, expert opinions,
informative articles, entertaining content, videos, quotes, gifs. It is in this channel that you can post
thematic contests and quizzes, video greetings, etc.;
- targeted advertising. Currently, the number of personal pages on social networks has increased
significantly. Setting up an advertising campaign based on criteria such as different behavioral
factors, interests, communities that your target audience can subscribe to will allow you to reach a
large audience;
- advertising in groups such as professional associations or interest groups, where your potential
customers are most active, allow you to reach an additional share of potential customers;
- leaders of public opinion. These are experts in specific topics or just popular, famous people
whose opinion is the authority for society. Market analysis and identification of opinion leaders who
are relevant to this area, who are well known and authoritative for this target audience, attracting
these people for advertising increases brand awareness, increases sales;
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- retargeting. Targeting an audience that has already visited the site, even by accident, is always
more effective than an audience that is not at all familiar with the product that is being sold, since
they already know about the company and the products and the likelihood that they will be interested
in the subject advertising is high enough.
The multilevel network marketing model, taking into account the capabilities of social networks,
has a sufficiently high potential not only for customers, for the sale of products, for the earnings of
sellers and manufacturers of goods, but also one of the possible ways out of the problems generated
by the crisis phenomena.
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